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Abstract: Widespread use of photovoltaic (PV) small and middle-power plants close or inside
existing townships and villages may cause significant deviations of the grid voltage. Owing to the
oscillation of solar irradiation and corresponding power flows these voltage instabilities can damage
equipment and must be prevented. Designated for the voltage regulation tap-changers in distribution
transformers located in a significant distance of such settlements have a sluggish response time.
As a possible answer for their delay is the smoothing energy of flows in PV power installation by
intermittent capacitor low-pass filtering (LPF) located near those PV facilities. The application of
ultracapacitors (UC) for LPF is remarkable due to their sustainability and relatively low costs of
energy storage. The parameters selection of such appliances is a well-designed procedure for linear
circuits. However, DC–AC inverters in PV facilities are represented by a power (instead of a voltage)
source. As a result, the total circuit including such LPF becomes a non-linear and its transient process
and consequently, its efficiency is difficult to assess requiring each time of development the UC
storage an application complex numerical procedure. Engineers are usual to work with linear circuits
that are describing fine by a time constant is designated as a multiplication of a capacitance times
load equivalent resistance. In the case of PV DC–AC inverters, such an approach can be applied as
well but a value of a time constant should be corrected. Considering a significant cost of UC storage,
the non-optimal selection of a correcting coefficient may cause considerable loses. Submitted in the
presented article is an original approximation procedure giving an efficiently approachable technique
to select correcting coefficient for describing non-linear dynamic process by its linear analog. This way
the development low-pass UC filtering in electrical systems with PV plants becomes more efficient
and simpler task.

Keywords: PV plants; power flow; RC circuit; low-pass filtering; transient process; linearization
approximation

1. Introduction

During the last years, the exploitation and building of PV solar plants, as well as other renewable
energy facilities, are growing fast. This baseline is evident in usual domestic power grids, and in
rural, remote and separated regions [1–7]. Widespread renewable power stations without a doubt
are a desirable tendency causing improved environmental conditions, energy independence, and
economic profitability. Owing to decreasing costs of PV equipment there are more and more small and
middle-power PV providing electricity directly to private homes, small farms and townships.

Part of mentioned above works address influences of massive PV penetration into domestic
grids: in Germany [3], in Jordan [4], and in Saudi Arabia [5]. Cited investigations showed three main
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problems related to PV introduction: (a) reverse power flows through the distribution system; (b)
additional power flows through the transmission system hampering the stability of a grid frequency;
and (c) grid voltage control.

The effect of PV integration was studied in [6] for two sites: Lisbon and Helsinki. The authors
emphasized positive influences on electricity production from PV power. However, it was underlined
that the over-voltage problem could be observed for the middle-voltage (MV) distribution system when
installed PV power was being raised over a specific value. Similar discussions regarding over-voltage
problems in MV and LV distribution systems can be found in [7–9].

All PV sources are equipped with Maximum Power Point Trackers (MPPT) and DC–AC inverters
transforming naturally produced directly to alternating current applicable in grids. MPPT devises
which designed on different control principles [8–18] try to manage PV panels output parameters
(panels currents and voltages) in the manner that ensures maximum achievable electric power
proportional to solar irradiation. Owing to the random, distributed in time solar irradiation, all
these renewable sources suffer from stochastic, erratic and poorly predictable energy generation.
Such circumstances trigger significant problems in the system control aiming to ensure required
electricity quality.

One of the obstacles of a stochastic and unpredictable magnitude of a produced PV power is the
control of voltage stability in distributed grids. There are some outstanding approaches intended to
solve voltage instability. Tap-changers (TC) [19] represent for today the most promising solution is
applicable in distribution domestic lines. The main principle of TC is based on connecting to several
output points known as taps from either the primary or secondary winding. This way transforming
ratio can be changed in discrete steps. TC varying transforming ratio automatically in accordance with
the load thus adjusting output voltage making it close to the nominal magnitude.

All TC can be divided into two main groups: mechanically operated [20–26] and based on pure
electronic devices [27–33]. Mechanically operated TC, which are the most applicable today for control
in feeder transformers, have a relatively slow time response extending to 5–10 s. As a result, during
fast load variations TC cannot keep always voltage deviations inside the permissible level (±10%) of
a nominal value. The problem becomes more critical owing to the dissemination of local 5–20 MW
PV power plants. These power sources having from time to time significantly dispersed power
production together with vastly variable consumers requirements generate significant power flows in
both directions either from and to distributing transformer. Such circumstances produce considerable
technical challenges for TC causing voltage regulation instability thus damaging load equipment.

For the time, multiple research and developing activities are being made for introduction TP
based electronic circuitry. However, applied efforts gave restricted results. Electronic TC suffers from
relatively low service life and cost ineffective. Therefore, to date, electrical companies prefer to use
traditional mechanical TC in distributing power lines.

Considering a wide-spread application of traditional TC, different solutions are being
recommended to compensate for their sluggish control reaction. Numeral research works analyzed
this issue and suggested different technical solutions [34–40] compensating sluggish control reaction
of TC.

The most fundamental and effective solution for preventing voltage instability could be the
large-scale integration of energy storage facilities discussed in [34–38]. It is pointed out that electrical
storage can effectively prevent not only a voltage instability in grids but also avoid a decrease in
electricity quality (including harmonic distortion). Application of electrochemical batteries for the
control of electricity quality in small and medium power distribution systems are emphasized in [39,40].

Together with electrochemical batteries, an application of ultracapacitors (UC) is considered in
electrical systems as well. Ultracapacitors or, super capacitor energy storage systems (SCES) can be
effectively applied for the same aims to keep the quality of electricity. It takes place due to several
UC benefits compared to electrochemical batteries. Firstly, SCES response times are dozens of times
faster than of any battery. Secondly, SCES have commercial superiority over batteries in numerous
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applications, including voltage regulation, preventing voltage sags and swells, etc. The cost of 1 kWh
of energy storage (ZkWh) can be estimated as:

ZkWh =
Z

E · Dod · η · N

where: Z—total cost of a storage facility, E—nominal capacitance of a storage facility
high-voltage(kWh), Dod—depth of discharge, η—energy efficiency for the overall charge-discharge
cycle, N—lifespan, or the total number of cycles. Cost of 1 kWh for typical lead-acid batteries being
the cheapest electrochemical storage varies from 0.06$ to 0.07$ whereas for ultracapacitors (UC) cost is
only $0.01–0.015.

Despite numerous advantages, UC cells have a low voltage (2.5–3 V) that requires in real situations
to connect serially tens and hundreds of them. Moreover, the realization of electrical storage requires
reasonable storage sizing. It is usual to determine parameters of UC bank as a part of LPF having
a required time constant that needed to be achieved. There are well-known procedures to select an
optimal value of capacitance when LPF works in linear circuits where transient processes can be
determined analytically. The problem is the transient process in the power system with the battery
of UC storage working in PV plants. This time a dynamic behavior of a voltage is described by
non-linear original differential equations (ODE) have no strict analytical expression that requires some
approximating methods for its solution. Examples of such approaches based on linearization of initial
equations are represented in [41,42]. As a rule, submitted linearization procedures are applicable to
get sufficiently accurate solution inside a restricted range only. Therefore, owing to a substantially
non-linear ODE description, this procedure must be evaluated to each specific case individually.
Engineers are usual to work with LPF in linear circuitries. As a result, an attempt to assess UC value
by previously known approaches becomes less effective and sometimes even inapplicable. The much
more efficient method could be founded on a representation of required LPF parameters by a correcting
coefficient which connects non-linear with similar linear behavior. This way a designer can obtain a
precise and optimal selection of LPF parameters simpler and more efficiently. Considering the high
cost of UC facilities, the correct estimation of their parameters seems extremely important.

The article outlines a mathematical analysis of an RC LPF using with a power source.
The differential equations describing such circuit are non-linear, opposed to a simple ODE for RC with
a voltage source. This way a solution of a non-linear ODE is reduced to the solution of a linear ODE by
some correcting coefficient depends of initial conditions and relation between resistances of LPF and an
equivalent load. Instead of previously developed linearization strategies, the suggested method finds
correcting coefficient magnitudes by applying a differential equation of a momentary error that is a
numerical discrepancy between true and approximating curves. Later, values of a correcting coefficient
were found by an original numerical process minimizing an integral of a summarized error in the
entire time interval from beginning up to the end of a transient time. Afterward, correcting coefficient
magnitudes were represented in a table and by graphs for different parameters of initial conditions
and relation between resistances of an LPF and a load coefficient that is convenient for practical usage.

The developed method is derived in the following sections.

2. Rigorous Determination of SCES Capacitance Value

Selecting UC capacitance can be done according to the required time constant of the low-pass filter.
For that reason, the equivalent circuit (Figure 1) of the distributing system is represented. Considering
the closeness of small PV facilities to the consumers the inductive reactance of a distributing line from a
high-voltage (HV) to the middle-voltage transformer was neglected. A low-pass filter is placed on the
DC side of a PV system consisting of a storage capacitance C connected in parallel to a power source
(MPPT of solar panels) and to the consumer, denominated by its equivalent resistance R. In accordance
with the previously carried out experiments [43] with two types of UC (one is ULTIMO Li-ion of
JSR Micro Co. [44] and another one is BCAP3400 P285 K048 of MAXWELL Co. [45]) showed that
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their internal resistance in relatively wide voltage range is changing insignificantly. Therefore, for the
equivalent circuit and governing equations it can be assumed as a constant value.
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The Equation describing the sum of the currents (i1, i2 and i3) are as follows:

i3 = i1 − i2; i1 =
P
V

; i2 =
V
R
⇒ i3 =

P
V
− V

R
(1)

From the other side for i3:

i3 = C dVC
dt = C d

dt
(
V − i3Req

)
= C dV

dt − ReqC di3
dt

ReqC di3
dt + i3 = C dV

dt
(2)

After differentiating i3 (1) and substituting its derivative to (2) with following transformations
will give:

− ReqC
(

PR + V2

RV2

)
dV
dt

+
P
V
− V

R
= C

dV
dt

(3)

Or after rearrangement:

PR =

[
CR + ReqC

(
PR + V2

V2

)]
V · dV

dt
+ V2 (4)

Considering steady-state voltage Vss =
√

P · R and T1 = CR, T2 = CReq two time constants
Equation (4) can be represented as:

[
T1 + T2

(
1 +

V2
SS

V2

)](
V

VSS

)
·

d
(

V
VSS

)
dt

+

(
V

VSS

)2
= 1 (5)

Let: t
T1

= τ, T2
T1

= α, V
VSS

= ν so Equation (5) that describes voltage behavior, becomes
dimensionless and can, as a result, give a general solution:[

1 + α

(
1 +

1
ν2

)]
ν · dν

dτ
+ ν2 = 1 (6)

The first condition causes the following p.u. and linear ODE

(1 + α)
dν∗

dτ
+ ν∗ = 1 (7)
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where: α and τ are as in Equation (6) and ν∗ = V
I·R , current (I) represents a maximum achievable source

current.
Equation (7) is properly describing a transient process until the time t*:

t∗ ≤ T1(1 + α) ln

(
1

1− P
I2R

)
(8)

And until voltage V* is less than V∗ ≤ P
I .

Further, after the moment of the time (8) a solution is prolonged in accordance with non-linear
Equation (6) which hasn’t strict analytical solution. Singular scheme on PSIM software was developed
for investigation specific solutions of Equation (6) (Figure 2). Transient process for an output voltage
and source current at the beginning of a UC charging are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Simulating PSIM scheme for representation transient process in R-(RC) circuit.

Observation of simulation curves which describe numerical solution shows the necessity of an
appropriate approximation procedure. Results of simulation are shown in Figure 3 for a voltage (a)
and a current changing (b).
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3. Approximating Procedure of a Dynamic Process

The solution of a non-linear ODE (6) is describing the dynamic process of a relative voltage ν(τ)
will be considered for the approximation procedure. The approximation will be carried out by a
solution of a linear ODE that will ensure at the end the application of a simple R-C circuit for this
purpose. The estimation of a dynamic curve should be carried out in the usable range of UC voltage.
Fair to assume out that the relative voltage ν(τ) can be provided by the inverter power lower its
maximum. Considering the linear ODE for an R-C circuit, the following function for the describing of
a dynamic process is:

ν(τ) = 1− (1− ν0) · e−βτ + δ(τ) (9)

where: ν0 is the initial UC voltage, p.u., coefficient β represents the constants of an
approximation-exponent index, δ(τ)-error function. It is easy to make sure that the error function is
equal to zero when τ = 0 and τ = ∞. This circumstance is ensured by the fact that a strict solution of
Equations (6) and (9) are equal in two extreme points for τ = 0 and τ = ∞. Figure 4 represents graphs of
typical solutions of Equation (6): real and three additional curves showing optimal (due the meaning
of Equation (10)), over- and underestimated approximations.
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Figure 4. Voltage curves of a real dynamic process and its approximations: optimal β = 0.53,
overestimated β = 0.60, and underestimated β = 0.53, β = 0.40.
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The goal of the approximation procedure is to choose a parameter β which will guarantee in some
meaning a summarized minimum of the error function in the whole range of time. As the measure of
optimization, the integral of the square of error function at τ inside [0, ∞) was chosen. That is:

S(β, ν0) =

∞∫
0

δ2(τ) · dτ ⇒ Min (10)

However, we need a strict analytical procedure for a finding optimal value of parameter β. For
this purpose, the expression in Equation (9) will be differentiated and then formulations of a voltage
and its derivative will be substituted into the original Equation (6):

dν

dτ
= β(1− ν0)e−βτ +

dδ

dτ
(11)

As a result, after simplification:

dδ

dτ
=

[
1− (1− ν0)e−βτ + δ

][
1−

(
1− (1− ν0)e−βτ + δ

)]2
1 + (1 + α)

[
1− (1− ν0)e−βτ + δ

]2 − β(1− ν0)e−βτ (12)

Only numerical solutions (different for every magnitude of parameter β and, therefore, initial
voltage, ν0, can be obtained. Assuming β = 0.8 three solutions obtained by Simulink, MATLAB, for
exponent β are shown in Figure 5.
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It can be made sure that an optimal value of a parameter β exists, what is seen from Figure 5
showing different error curves for three β values.

The numerical procedure was applied to obtain optimal parameter β depending on initial voltage
ν0 and for different coefficient α. Results can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Optimal values of the coefficient β.

Vo 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

α = 0.1
(βopt)abs 0.42 0.54 0.63 0.71 0.76 0.81 0.86 0.9 0.93

(δtot, p.u.) × 103 48.2 25.8 14.4 8.5 4.7 2.5 1.2 0.45 0.11

α =
0.05

(βopt)abs 0.43 0.55 0.64 0.72 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.92 0.95
(δtot, p.u.) × 103 48.6 26 14.6 8.7 4.8 2.5 1.2 0.46 0.1

α =
0.01

(βopt)abs 0.43 0.57 0.65 0.73 0.79 0.84 0.9 0.93 0.97
(δtot, p.u.) × 103 48.9 26.7 14.8 8.8 4.8 2.6 1.3 0.46 0.11

α =
0.001

(βopt)abs 0.43 0.55 0.65 0.73 0.79 0.85 0.9 0.94 0.97
(δtot, p.u.) × 103 49 26.3 14.9 8.9 4.9 2.6 1.3 0.47 0.12

Graphs of optimal parameter β in the range of initial voltages 0.1–0.9 and coefficient and α =
0.1; 0.05; 0.01 and 0.001 are represented in Figure 6. The relative approximation error δtot is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Weighted average quadratic error of an approximation procedure versus initial voltage and
for different coefficient α.

Analysis of obtained data shows an appropriate exactness of a proposed approximation. The total
error for an optimal coefficient β is not exceeded a reasonable value applicable for this kind of
engineering problem (see Table 1 and a Figure 7).

A significant dependence of βopt from initial capacitors voltage ν0 was observed. Its magnitude
varying from ~0.4 until ~0.95 for an initial voltage occupying a range from 0.1 to 0.9. Together with
this, parameter α influences βopt very weakly. This circumstance can help in the development of the
UC bank in real conditions. It is needed to emphasize that βopt for the linear R-C circuit is equal to
one. However, in circuits fed by power (instead of voltage) sources and, therefore, having a non-linear
description, βopt may be much lower and for initial voltage ν0 = 0.1–0.2 (which is quite practical), its
value ~0.5. This means a very important result designating the possibility to design UC low-pass
filtering (LPF) with smaller capacitance compare to the similar LPF in linear circuits with voltage
sources. However, it is rather correct for low initial voltages. Coefficient βopt is growing up with the
increase of an initial voltage and it is reaching the same magnitude as it occurs in linear circuits.

It should be remembering that parameter α represents a relation between T1/T2, that is Req
divided by RL. On the other words, it is nothing more than the ratio between power losses in internal
resistance of the UC bank versus a significant portion of a summarized loads power connected to the
grid with UC storage. This ratio must be kept low and the level ~0.04–0.05 seems to be maximumly
reasonable for practical application. For total loads having 1–2 MW of power and more, coefficient α
should be diminished until 0.01–0.001.

4. Practical Evaluation of a Developed Approximating Procedure

Let us consider two examples of UC bank storage to be used in a grid having 400 V line voltage,
50 Hz. Average powers of loads and of PV station are equal to 500 kW and 50 kW accordingly.
The requirement for a time constant of LPF with a designed UC bank is 120 s. UC bank should be
based on ULTIMO 3300F LR lithium ion capacitor prismatic cells [44] (brief technical data: Vmax = 3.8V,
Vmin = 2.2V, C = 3300F, equivalent serial resistance (ESR) = 1 mΩ, M = 350 g). The voltage of a UC
bank is 250 V.
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For the connecting UC bank with a grid two inverters will be used: AC–DC and DC–AC both
with an averaged efficiency 92%. Equivalent load resistance:

(RL)tot =
ηTV2

CB
PL

=
0.92 · (250V)2

500 · 103W
= 0.115, Ω (13)

where: PL—real active AC load power, VCB—capacitor bank voltage, ηT—efficiency of DC/AC inverter.
Owing to the common supply of a load by a grid and PV station the load resistance, which should

be considered for a power source of PV station is:

RL = (RL)tot
PL

PPV
= (0.115Ω) · 500kW

50kW
= 1.55, Ω (14)

Considering maximum and minimum allowable UC cell voltages, relative initial voltage is:

ν0 =
2.2V
3.8V

' 0.58 (15)

Since coefficient β weakly depend on coefficient α, will select its value between 0.0001 and 0.01.
Therefore, by the interpolation (Table 1) coefficient β value is being selected as 0.82. The required
capacitance of UC will be estimated due to:

CUC = β · T1

RL
= 0.82 · (120s)

(1.15Ω)
' 85.6, F (16)

UC bank should be assembled by serially connected cells [44], which number is equal to:

NUC =
VCB
Vmax

=
250V
3.8V

' 66 items (17)

A summarized capacitance and a resistance of this UC bank:

Ctot =
Ccell
NUC

= 3300F
66 = 50F

Rtot = rcell · NUC = (1mΩ) · 66 = 66mΩ = 0.066Ω
α = Rtot

RL
= 0.066Ω

1.15Ω = 0.057
(18)

Comparison of results between (17) and (15) shows a need to multiply in a bank the number of
parallels connected UC arrays each having 66 cells. Enough quantity of such strings to be equal two or
three. The exact choice is dictated by economical requirements. We suggest in this case to take for sure
three parallel connected arrays. The total amount of cells will be equal 198, weight ~69–70 kg plus
wires, cables and terminals ~3–4 kg.

Another type of UC cells, DuraBlue (Maxwell Technologies) [45] was chosen for assessment.
Technical data of a K2 3400 cell: Vmax = 2.75 V, Vmin = 0 V, C = 3400 F, ESR = 0.28 mΩ, M = 510 g.

Following previously established procedure:

ν0 =
0.1V
2.85V

� 0.1 (19)

Therefore, coefficient β < 0.40. The total required capacitance will be:

CUC < 0.40 · (120s)
(1.15Ω)

' 41.7, F (20)
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As a result, the number of cells, total capacitance of a required array, its total resistance and a
coefficient α are:

NUC = VCB
Vmax

= 250V
2.85V ' 88items

Ctot =
Ccell
NUC

= 3400
88 ' 38.6F

Rtot = rcell · NUC = (0.28mΩ) · 88 ' 25mΩ = 0.025Ω
α = Rtot

RL
= 0.025Ω

1.15Ω = 0.022

(21)

Comparison of the results from Equations (20) and (21) allows making the conclusion about the
need to include two arrays of DuraBlue 3400F 2.85 V [45] cells each with 88 items. The total cell number
would be equal to 176, with a weight of 89–90 kg plus wires, cables, and terminals ~3–4 kg.

5. Results and Conclusions

A method for estimation capacitance values of UC in low-pass filtering circuit aiming to flatten
deviation of a power source such as PV power facilities located near or inside existing townships and
villages was submitted.

This method is based on the analysis of an equivalent circuit reflected to the DC side of a UC
storage. Owing to the vicinity of consumers to PV and UC storage, equivalent circuit includes
distribution transformer and a connecting line as a voltage source, PV facilities as a power source, UC
storage as a capacitance having internal resistance and consumers as an equivalent resistance.

The dynamic process in this network is described a non-linear ODE that prevent a usage of
well-established analytical solutions knowing for linear circuits.

It was shown that a non-linear solution can be represented by an appropriate linear ODE which
can adequately describe the parameters of a non-linear circuit.

Should be emphasized that optimal exponent index in the approximating expression strongly
dependent on an initial UC voltage. Its value is varying more than two times in the magnitude
obtaining minimum for low initial voltages.

In contrast to the powerful influence of an initial voltage, a ratio between internal resistance of
UC bank and an equivalent load resistance has a much lower effect, which could be neglected in
some cases.

Submitted approach significantly improve the accuracy of filtering design aiming for leveling
power flows from power source to the load.

The procedure for develop LPF was applied showing principle possibility to use this method in
real practical situation for electrical grids having massive involvement of PV power plants.
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